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Abstract. We present new developments of the simple model of the central engine of GRB,
proposed recently. The model is based on minimal assumptions: some rotating compact
relativistic object at the center and stable perturbations of its rotating gravitational field,
described by Teukolsky Master Equation. We show that using nonstandard polynomial
solutions to the angular Teukolsky equation we can describe the formation of collimated
jets of various forms. Appearance of imaginary part of the superradiance-like frequency is
established for the first time for pure vacuum black hole jet solutions of Teukolsky equation.
Key words: gamma ray bursts, central engine, critical frequency, superradiance, relativis-
tic jets, Teukolsky master equation.

Към нов модел на централния двигател на гама-избухванията

Пламен П. Физиев, Деница Р. Стайкова

Ние представяме новото развитие на простия модел на централен двигател на гама

избухвания, предложен наскоро. Моделът е основан на минимален брой предположе-

ния: Приемаме, че в центъра има някакъв въртящ се компактен релативистки обект

и предполагаме, че пертурбациите на неговото въртящо се гравитационно поле са

устойчиви, както и че те се описват чрез фундаменталното уравнение на Тюколски.

Показано е, че използвайки нестандартни полиномиални решения на уравненията на

Тюколски, ние можем да описваме формирането на колимирани струи с различни

фfрми. За пръв път е установено възникването на имагинерна част на честота, подобна

на критичната честота на суперизлъчването за вакуумни решения на уравнеието на

Тюколски, описващи струи от черни дупки.

1 Introduction

Gamma-ray bursts (GRB) are among the most powerful astrophysical objects
in the Universe. They are considered as highly collimated (θjet ∼ 2◦ − 5◦)
explosions on cosmic distances emitting huge amounts of energy in very
short periods of time (∼ seconds) (Piran [1999], Mészáros [2001], Zhang &
Mészáros [2002], Burrows et al. [2005]). Despite the increasing amount of ob-
servational data, the theory of GRB is still far from being clear. One of the
major problems is the lack of understanding of the nature of the so called
central engine – its physical nature and the process involved in the emission
of huge amounts of energy (∼ 1051 − 1054 erg).

Unexpected feature discovered by the mission SWIFT is the existence of
flares – a surprising evidence of late time activity of the central engine (Zhang
& Mészáros [2002], Burrows et al. [2005], Evans et al. [2007]). There are clear
indications that in some cases the flares are produced by energy injection
by the central engine. Although number of theories and models have been
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suggested to explain the light curves of GRB, the process however remains a
mystery that cannot be solved without a good model of the central engine.

The current focus of GRB physics is on the propagation of the emitted
matter that can explain the observed light curves. The most used is the
fireball model (for details see Piran [1999]). That model, however, cannot
explain the observed flares. Another basic model is the cannonball model of
long GRBs (Dado & Dar [2009]).

The central engine – the physical object producing the GRB – before
SWIFT epoch usually was considered to be a Kerr (Kerr [1963]) black hole
(BH) – a hypothetical result of the death of a massive star for the long GRB
(T90 > 2s) (see Zhang & Mészáros [2002], Mirabal et al. [2006]) or as part
of a binary merger of compact objects (BH-BH, NS-BH, or NS-NS; where
NS=neutron star) for short GRB (T90 < 2s). The first hypotheses seems to
be hardly compatible with the observed flares, produced via energy injection
by the central engine. The second hypotheses was recently refuted by the
existing detectors of gravitational waves (Abott et al. [2007]). The latest
analysis shows that the short and long GRB may have a similar central engine
(except for its duration) (Ghirlanda et al. [2009] and Řipa et al. [2009]).

It was believed that one of the possible models for such engine could be
a Kerr black hole (KBH) in super-radiant mode (Press & Teukolsky [1972],
Wheeler [1971]) – the wave analogue of the Penrose process. The late-time
evolution of a perturbation of a Kerr metrics is governed by the quasi-
normal modes (QNM) – oscillation with complex frequencies that are de-
termined only by the BH parameters (mass, charge and angular momen-
tum) (Chandrasekhar & Detweiler [1975], Teukolsly [1972]). Those frequen-
cies are obtained solving the Teukolsky Master Equations with certain bound-
ary conditions. According to the standard theory, supperradiance occurs
in the process of scattering of exterior waves on KBH for real frequencies
ω < ωcritical = am/2Mr+ (m > 0 – integer, r+ > 0 being the event hori-
zon radii) (Wheeler [1971] and for more information Zel’divich [1971, 1972],
Wald [1974], Starobinskiy [1973a,1973b]).

Another process which was currently related with the GRB central engine
is the Blandford-Znajek process [1977] based on electromagnetic extraction
of energy from KBH. Sometimes it is considered as an electromagnetic analog
to Penrous process. The realization of this idea has its own achievements and
problems (see in Blandford & Znajek [1977]).

However, the Penrose process seems to be not efficient enough to explain
the huge amount of promptly radiated energy in relativistic jets (∼ 1041−1044

erg) (Granot [2006]), as shown long time ago by Wald (see in Wald [1974]).
In a series of talks (Fiziev [2007b,2007c,2007d], Fiziev & Staicova [2007a,

2007b, 2009]), we have presented a mathematical description of relativistic
jets that can help to penetrate into the mysterious physics behind the cen-
tral engine. A simple model, based on novel solutions of the angular Teukol-
sky equation, however, not regular, but singular ones (Fiziev [2007b], [2009],
Fiziev & Staicova [2007a, 2007b, 2009], Borissov & Fiziev [2009]) was pro-
posed. They seem to describe in natural way the most important feature
of the relativistic jets – their collimation. In this paper, we would like to
announce the recent results of our numerical simulations. The main new re-
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sult is the appearance of a complex critical frequency, which play the role of
the well known supperradiance one. Its imaginary part is of the same order
of amplitude as the real part and yields an exponential abatement of the
superradiance-like emission in jets, created by KBH.

2 A toy model of central engine

Our simplified model was already presented in Fiziev [2007b, 2007c, 2007d,
2009] and in Fiziev & Staicova [2007a, 2007b, 2009]. Thus, we will omit the
details and give only a summary of the basic ideas behind it. In brief, the
jets observed in GRBs require a rotating object – KBH or a compact massive
matter object, to produce them. In the jet’s problem we can use the Kerr
metric to describe the gravitational field of that object at least in a very
good approximation Fiziev [2009], since the visible jets are formed at dis-
tances about 20-100 event-horizon-radii (Köenigl [2006]). At such distances
one practically is not able to distinguish the exterior field of KBH from the
exterior field of rotating objects of complete different kinds (see for example
Fiziev [2009] and the references therein).

As a result, the only working way to get information about the real nature
of the central engine is to study jet’s spectra. The different objects yield
different frequencies of perturbations of space-time geometry, because of the
different boundary conditions on their surface (See the articles by Fiziev
[2006], [2007a] and [2009], and the references therein). Thus, measuring the
real jet’s frequencies one can get indisputable evidences about the actual
nature of the central engine.

In the present article we are probing only the KBH model for generation
of jets. The results for other possible models will be discussed elsewhere. Due
to the well known ”no hair” theorems, the non-charged KBH solutions of Ein-
stein equations, which potentially may be of astrophysical interest, depend
on extremely small number of parameters – the mass and the angular mo-
mentum. The unique boundary conditions on the event horizon yield unique
robust spectra, defined only by the mass and the angular momentum of the
KBH. These spectra differ essentially from the spectra of relativistic jets,
generated by central engine of any other nature. Thus the KBH-based model
of relativistic jets seems to be easily recognizable from observational point of
view, at least up to the disguise effects by the KBH environment.

Using the Teukolsky Master Equation (TME) we acquire the linearized
perturbation of the Kerr metric (see Teukolsky [1972]). From there, we follow
the procedure established by Teukolsky for separation of the the variables in
the TME using the substitution: Φ = ei(ωt+mφ)S(θ)R(r) where m = 0,±1, . . .
and ω = ωR + iωI is a complex frequency (with ωI > 0).

The exact solution of radial equation for the radial function R(r):

∆
d2

dr2
R (r) + 2 (s + 1) (r − M)

d

dr
R (r)

+

(

K 2 − 2 is (r − M)K

∆
− 4 isω r − λ

)

R (r) = 0 (1)
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can be expressed in terms of confluent Heun functions (Fiziev [2007b,2007c,
2007d, 2009], Fiziev & Staicova [2007a, 2007b, 2009] and Borissov & Fiziev
[2009]).

The most important for GRB physics seem to be electromagnetic waves
with s = −1. In this case two independent exact solutions in outer domain
are:
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For the angular function S(θ), as an exact solution the angular equation:

[(

1 − u2
)

Slm,u

]

,u
+

[

(aωu)2 + 2aωsu + s + sAlm −
(m + su)2

1 − u2

]

Slm = 0 (4)

we use polynomial solutions in terms of Heun polynomials (Fiziev [2007b,
2007c,2007d,2009], Fiziev& Staicova [2007a,2007b,2009] and Borissov& Fiziev
[2009]). In equation (4) we are using the variable u = cos θ. Putting Ω = aω
we have explicit expressions:

S
(−1)
±,s,m(θ) = e±Ω cos θ (cos (θ/2))|s−m| (sin (θ/2))−|s+m|×
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and

S
(1)
±,s,m(θ) = e±Ω cos(θ) (cos (θ/2))|s−m| (sin (θ/2))−|s+m|×

(6)

HeunC

(
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2
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2

)

.

The polynomial solutions of TME describe one-way waves and are most
suitable for modeling of the relativistic jets (Fiziev [2009]). Posing the poly-
nomial condition on the angular solutions, we obtain for the one way electro-
magnetic waves on Kerr background the explicit formula

As=−1,m(ω)=−Ω2 − 2 Ω m±2
√

Ω2+Ω m. (7)

This simple form of the separation constant A for polynomial solutions is the
most significant mathematical advantage of our model of jets, generated by
electromagnetic perturbations of Kerr metric.

The KBH boundary condition for the radial equation ca be obtained using
the following assumptions:

1. On the horizon we allow only incoming in the horizon waves. Then we
obtain the different solution working in each interval of frequencies: a) for
m = 0, only R2; b) for m > 0 R1, if ωR ∈ (−ωcr, 0) and R2 on the outside;
for m < 0 R1 when ωR ∈ (0, ωcr) and R2 outside.

2. On infinity we allow only outgoing waves. In general, the function
R is a linear combination of an ingoing (R←) and an outgoing (R→) wave:
R = C←R←+C→R→ with some constants C← and C→. In order to have only
outgoing waves, we need to have C← = 0. This equation defines the spectral
condition for the frequency ω. The main mathematical problem is that the
explicit form of the constant C← is not known. Therefore to solve the spectral
problem we use the around way, proposed in Fiziev [2006], Fiziev [2007a]:

The straightforward check shows that for solutions (2), (3) we have
lim

r→∞

R→
R←

= 0 in the special direction arg(r) = 3π/2 − arg(ω) in complex

plane Cr. Taking lim
r→∞

R
R←

in this direction, we obviously obtain the spectral

condition for ω in the form

C← = lim
r→∞

R

R←
= 0. (8)

3 Numerical results

The numerical evaluations with confluent Heun functions are generally too
complicated for a number of reasons. At present the only software package
able to deal with them is Maple. Unfortunately, the existing versions of Maple
package require too much time for numerical evaluation, even on modern
fast computers with large amount of memory. Additional problem is that
the procedure calculating those functions is not working well in the whole
complex plane and special attention must be paid to the regions where the
procedure becomes unstable.
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3.1 Visual resemblance of the solutions and real jets

We already reported that plotting the solutions of the angular equations with
relation (7), we obtain figures that resemble jets (see Fiziev [2007b, 2007c,
2007d, 2009] and Fiziev & Staicova [2007a, 2007b, 2009]). Illustrations of the
jet features of the model can be seen from the animations of such oscillating
solutions on our site GAS@BS [2007].

An interesting comparison with Nature can be obtained looking at the
picture of the discovered by NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope “tornado-like“
object Herbig-Haro 49/50, created from the shock waves of powerful proto-
stellar jet hitting the circum-stellar medium. ”More observations should help
us to unravel its mysterious nature” NASA [2006]. Without any doubts in
this case the jet is not related with BH. This one, as well as many other real
observations prove the presence of BH to be not necessary for generation of
jets. The collimated jets of GRB are another example of a possible applica-
tion of our simple model. There the main problem still remains the physical
nature of the central engine, too. Clearly, if possible, a common model of jets
of different scales is most desirable.

Fig. 1. Some of the shapes of jets that our model can represent. Compare it
with the picture of Herbig-Haro 49/50 (see NASA [2006])

3.2 Complex super-radiance-like jet modes

The study of the solutions of radial Teukolsky equation (1) is much more com-
plicated from computational point of view. Even after fixing the relation (7)
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between A and ω, solving the KBH boundary condition (8) for radial equa-
tion is not a straight-forward process, because of the analytical and numerical
problems connected with the evaluation of the confluent Heun function. Our
method consisted in plotting and examining the spectral condition in the
complex plane Cω to find points that resemble roots of the transcendental
equation (8). Then we tested those points with more precise root-finding
algorithms.

Thus we found for the case s = −1, 2M = 1, a/M = 0.99, |m| = 1 two
roots:

ω1,2 = ±0.8676087 + i 0.1236275.

For the case m = 0 we obtained another pair of roots

ω1,2 = ±0.006394 + i 0.1354325801.

To confirm those roots, we plotted the studied function in small regions
around the zeroes and obtained the expected conus-like form of the modulus
of the function in the complex domain and the complete rotation of its phases
in angle 2π around it’s simple zeroes.

Interesting in these roots is that the absolute value of their real part
is precisely the known critical frequency ωcr = am/2Mr+ , m > 0 that is
connected with the superradiance phenomena (for a recent review see Ferrari
& Gualtieri [2008]). To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that an
imaginary part of this quantity is discovered solving BH boundary conditions
in pure vacuum (i.e. without any mirrors, etc). In the case of jet’s solution we
have a critical phenomenon around the complex value of the frequency. It’s
explicit manifestation is the change of the role of solutions (2) and (3) outside
the even horizon of KBH when |ωR| crosses the critical value am/2Mr+ . The
complexity of the critical frequency shows an essential difference between our
jets-from-KBH solutions and standard QNM, obtained using regular solutions
of the angular equation (4) (Teukolsky [1972]). It is also important that the
real and the imaginary parts of the critical frequency are with the same
magnitude.

Besides those roots, there exist probably infinite number of roots that
evolve in various ways with varying of the parameter a = 0, . . . , 0.499. We
intend to study them in detail in the near future. Those roots are generally
harder to find, especially those with bigger imaginary part, due to the insta-
bilities of the procedure calculating the HeunC function in Maple and the
long time consuming calculations even on modern fast computers.

The lack of zeros with ωI < 0 in our numerical studies can be both due to
the stability of the model, or to numerical problems in that area. The study
of the zeroes is a field of intensive research by the team and more conclusive
results will be presented somewhere else.

4 Conclusion

Our simple toy model of central engine seems to be able to produce some of
the basic features observed in GRB. The Teukolsky Master Equation with the
correct boundary conditions is fundamental enough to account for all types of
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GRB. The polynomial angular solutions of TME show a jet-like structure. In
the radial equation, the essential assumptions we used is that the imaginary
part of the frequency with BH boundary conditions (only entering waves on
the horizon and only going to infinity waves) should be positive. This provides
stability of the solutions in direction of time-future infinity and indicates an
explosion in direction of time-past infinity. The roots we found numerically
agree with our assumption. Interesting new result is the complex critical

frequency ωjet
c = ωR + iωI (ωI ∼ ωR) of ”superradiance” that appeared,

showing that jet’s to-be-superradiance modes decrease exponentially in time
in the direction of the future and blow up in direction of the past.
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